Cardboard Heroes
Modern Characters

Gamers need heroes. And whether they’re the costumed, super-powered type, the neighborhood fireman, the Special Forces veteran, or something else entirely, you need a way to bring them into the thick of the modern-day roleplaying action. Cardboard Heroes Modern Characters has over 400 full-color, standup cardboard figures in 25mm scale, for a fraction of the price (and the weight!) of metal miniatures. So whether you’re playing Old West, gangsters and G-men, world at war, espionage, covert ops, near-future, post-apocalypse, superhero, or any other kind of RPG set in this century . . . or the last couple . . . we’ve got the figures you need!

Description: 16 full-color 8-1/2” x 11” cardboard sheets, shrinkwrapped.

Related Products: The entire Cardboard Heroes line, including the original Cardboard Heroes, plus Dungeon Floors, Cavern Floors, The Keep, Walls and Towers, Floor Plans 1-4, and Cardboard Heroes Bases

Tell the Players
• Cardboard Heroes are one of the great bargains in gaming – over 400 full-color figures for less than 7 cents each!
• Cardboard Heroes Modern Characters cover all the “modern-day” genres, including superheroes, post-apocalypse, Old West, special ops, espionage, gangsters, and more.
• Cardboard Heroes are so much lighter and easier to store than metal miniatures, you can always have the right figure for every situation.

Trade Sales Points
• Modern Characters continues the very successful Cardboard Heroes line – fans pick up each new release faithfully.
• Be sure to display some Cardboard Heroes Modern Characters next to your Hero Games books – some of the “iconic” Champions superheroes are included in this set.
• Cardboard Heroes Modern Characters packaging features a distinctive spine, to accommodate the specific request of retailers everywhere.
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